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The passage of two US guided missile destroyers through the Taiwan  Strait on Saturday was
not an isolated incident, but a signal of the  expansion of the US’ military presence in the region,
Institute for  National Policy Research executive director Kuo Yu-jen (郭育仁) said  yesterday.

  

US forces in Japan and Guam are to expand their reach  to the south and west respectively, he
said, adding that the US military  is likely to normalize naval drills around Taiwan as a check on
China.    

  

Kuo’s  comments came after the Ministry of National Defense on Saturday  evening took the
unusual step of publicizing the transit by the US  Navy’s Arleigh Burke-class destroyers USS Be
nfold
and USS 
Mustin
through the Taiwan Strait earlier that day on an apparent northeasterly course.

  

Kuo  said the move should not be seen as an exception or isolated event, but  instead as a
warning to China from the US that follows on the heels of  recent setbacks in US-China
relations.

  

From bilateral trade to  North Korea, the South China Sea and the Taiwan Strait, the zero-sum 
game has become the prevalent scenario in US-China interactions, he  said.

  

Prior to the summit between US President Donald Trump and  North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un last month, rumors of US plans to take  action in the South China Sea abounded, he
said.

  

At informal  dialogues, US officials have told allies that Washington would counter  Beijing in the
South China Sea, lest China bring it into its sphere of  control, he said.

  

Despite protests from China’s Taiwan Affairs  Office, the transit was not the US “playing the
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Taiwan card,” but a  statement on the South China Sea, he said.

  

A slew of military  drills and actions from the US indicates Washington’s commitment to  counter
and exert pressure on China, he said.

  

For instance, the US carrier strike group led by the Nimitz-class carrier USS Ronald Reagan is
to conduct an aircraft launch and recovery exercise in the seas east of Taiwan, he said.

  

The  purpose of the drill, according to the US Navy, is to maintain regional  peace and stability,
and to protect the common maritime interests of  the US and its allies in the Indo-Pacific region,
he said.

  

Additionally, Washington has announced various measures related to security cooperation with
Taiwan, he said.

  

The  signs indicate that US forces in Japan, especially the navy, would  expand their activities
from the Sea of Japan (known as the “East Sea”  in South Korea) southward, while US forces in
Guam would project  westward, concurrently with the normalization of naval drills in the  vicinity
of Taiwan, he said.

  

Those drills are most likely to take place in the first and second island chain and South China
Sea, he said.

  

Experience  indicates China would do no more than try to head off US ships  conducting
freedom of navigation operations and its actions have so far  been restrained, because it is not
yet prepared to engage the US  militarily in the South China Sea, he said.

  

“Escalating the situation accidentally is disadvantageous to China and they are not that stupid,”
he said.
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As  the US steps up the scale and frequency of its activities in the South  China Sea and more
countries, such as Japan, Vietnam, India, Australia,  the UK and France, become involved, risks
in the region would increase,  he said.

  

In particular, the lack of trust between China and  Vietnam is a risk factor, Kuo said, adding that
overall, he is  pessimistic about peace in the South China Sea, but that he is more  confident
about the Taiwan Strait.

  

Yasuhiro Matsuda, professor of international politics at the  University of Tokyo’s Institute for
Advanced Studies on Asia, said that  the US is within its rights under international law to sail
warships  near Taiwan, adding that the political message is clear.

  

“This is  only a beginning,” Matsuda said. “The US is sending China a warning  about its military
expansion: Enough is enough, or the US has many other  tricks left in its bag that it can be
doing.”

  

That Taiwan  announced the whereabouts of US ships showed that the two countries have  a
close working relationship and it sends a positive message to other  US allies in the region,
Matsuda added.

  

Meanwhile, a national  security official yesterday said on condition of anonymity that the 
Taiwanese government received advanced information of the destroyers’  bearing, was
constantly apprised of their whereabouts and did not issue  the statement until well after the
ships had left.

  

The USS Ronald Reagan’s  drills to the east of Taiwan is a response to Chinese warships’ 
penetration of the first island chain and a reaffirmation of US  commitment to Taiwan’s defense,
the official said.

  

Additional reporting by Su Yung-yao
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  Source: Taipei Times - 2018/07/10
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